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The term, international rescue team, had an image of people heading to actual sites and
doing their best to rescue when accidents and disasters happened. However, we decided to use the
term, “international rescue team,” to refer to human resources capable of contributing to
communities on the world stage.
Main actors were university researchers, teaching staff, students, ordinary people, and
local communities. The rescue team brought the university’s research outcomes, jumped out into
the local areas and communities, and gave the outcomes back to the communities by repeatedly
conducting community experiments such as mobile classrooms, experimental classrooms and
workshops. In other words, we constructed the “smart mobility system” where interesting and
curious aspects of the university’s “knowledge” could be communicated and operated from the
perspective of the ordinary people.

The “smart mobility system” consisted of the following three pillars: “disaster
reconstruction assistance,” “medical welfare assistance” and “educational assistance.” The system
was our research project that assisted the local communities by providing various attractive
program contents, in order to commit to fostering human resources that could play major roles on
the world stage.
Speaking of the university’s researches, they invoked images of new researches and
cutting-edge researches that could lead to discoveries and findings. However, this project was
started by bringing together all kinds of “knowledge” connections at Nihon University regardless of
the art and science fields, and by inquiring into various researches at the university. That is, the
representative researcher played the research coordinator’s role in collecting the researches as the
contents irrespective of the faculties, and in assessing their possibilities of being connected to one
another horizontally.
Comprehensive universities such as Nihon University, with the respective faculties
located at separate places, require human resources coordinating such functions to connect various
faculties, departments, research projects, researchers, students, alumni, affiliated high schools, and
universities, in addition to connect the universities and general public. Furthermore, I considered
that, if the university’s creative and attractive branding strategies were constructed there, it would
be possible to create a strong unifying force. This would greatly test the coordinator’s sensibility.
The enormous contents were created by twenty collaborative researchers regarding the
three assistance types that could fully utilize Nihon University’s “knowledge.” The contents
included keywords encouraging people’s intellectual curiosity and diversity. Especially, under the
“disaster prevention” theme, almost all the assistance efforts could contribute to the communities.
To create a new mechanism capable of fostering a group of students as another nucleus
for this project, we developed the large “smart mobility system (SMS)” capable of performing the
experiments in the communities at some remote locations and of operating the international rescue
team as the university system to put the assistance contents into practice, which was the original
purpose.
In this paper, the “smart mobility system” meant the system of moving “knowledge” as a
result of the education efforts and researches which are the university’s purposes. It also included
mobility as an original meaning of diffusion. Moving “knowledge” meant having creative mobile
forces with functionality and migratory, including invisible forces such as networks at the levels of
the researchers, students, and private sectors. The keyword, “mobility,” was supported largely by
people’s hopes and spirits, rather than appearances and forms. When the system played the role of
using the university’s “knowledge” to create and connect “foundations” of the local areas and
communities, the original meaning of mobility came alive.
The smart mobility system proposed originally in this research was the comprehensive

term including the followings: large trucks whose loading platform parts were improved to allow
them to carry some machines and materials for the medical and educational assistance operations in
addition to carry some devices for the restoration assistance and rescue operations at the time of
disaster, so that they could go to the remote areas and disaster-stricken areas for the quick actions at
the actual sites; and a control system to operate them reasonably. There was “disaster assistance
mobility” as a vehicle of carrying the system of the instruments for the reconstruction and rescue
assistance activities based on the science and technology faculties. There were also vehicles
carrying the system of the instruments for the medical assistance and welfare activities by the
Colleges of Pharmacy, School of Medicine, School of Dentistry, and College of Bioresource
Sciences as well as remote diagnostic mobility through teleradiology and telepathology. The
“medical welfare assistance mobility” took into account of introducing in future a remote surgery
assistance system using such methods as da Vinci. There was also “educational assistance mobility”
as a vehicle carrying the educational assistance system based on the College of Art, College of
Science and Technology, College of Humanities and Sciences, College of Commerce, College of
Bioresource Sciences and others. By introducing and utilizing these, we achieved the goal to deploy
our community experiments related to the reconstruction and educational assistance operations,
together with the local and remotes areas capable of collaborating with us. However, we knew that
covering all these activities for two years with a limited budget would be really impossible.
I felt it would be important to continue the way of thinking about this international rescue
team and to leave it as the university system for future generations, in order to assist safety and
security of Japan as the disaster-stricken country, instead of starting figuring out what to do after
disasters. The system in this paper came alive thanks to the connections between the participating
people, between the students and university, as well as between the university and local
communities. Assisting did not mean providing anything to improve the situations, but it meant
inducing dialogues and discussions to build trust-based relations, and creating empathetic shared
communications.
So far, the community experiments have been carried out in Japan only, but we have a
goal and dream to construct a system capable of assisting Asian countries in future. In those
countries, there are still children suffering to live, lacking food and water, and daily succumbing to
infectious diseases. It is no longer so absurd to think about what the educational and research
institution called the university should and could do regarding disasters where rescue teams from
various countries and support systems of individual doctors and group organizations have carried
out assistance operations.
When we think about “disaster prevention,” the most important issue for Japan hereafter,
the university’s “knowledge” can assist unlimitedly in order to sustain people’s infinite enthusiastic
aspirations and dreams, future relations between robots and humans, safe and secure technologies

to head to the space, and all kinds of innovative transportation possibilities. Moreover, it is
considered that the university’s “foundation” is to foster human resources capable of creating
highly mobile communities without being restricted by previous examples.
This research project has been developed as mobility to keep running in order to provide
communications and conversations that could be shared by way of empathizing with the
university’s “knowledge,” and to become able to respond correctly to some risks. There is an
invisible challenging wall for the university to return its education and research outcomes to wider
communities and to conduct assistance operations. However, if no breakthrough would be produced
there, nothing would be changed. A new idea enabling us to climb over the wall could be born, by
means of focusing on outreach activities for ordinary local people and children, and of providing
meaningful returns to the communities.
The N. international rescue team of Nihon University had a philosophy aiming always at
creating the new mobility environment that converts the existing distances among the respective
faculties into its full merits, collaborates with the university’s associations for alumni and students,
companies operated by alumni, as well as many affiliated high schools, junior high schools, and
elementary schools dotted around the country, and results in local revitalization and disaster
restoration operations. By continuously implementing such community experiments, it becomes
possible to realize the university’s “returning of the research outcomes to the communities” and
“fostering human resources with communication abilities to play major roles in the international
community.”
For the future “disaster prevention,” it is also necessary hereafter to devise a way of
existence of different universities capable of creating mutual connections based on “knowledge”
and of contributing to the communities through their mobility networks. The international rescue
team was born as part of the community experiments, for the purpose of carrying out such activities
that could be continued as the university’s function.
Later, based on the collaborative researchers’ reports, I provide detailed explanations
about the research outcomes of the community experiments, activities, events, mobile classrooms,
and experimental classrooms that have already been implemented in the remote areas during the
research project.

